What you
will
discover:
Your life’s challenges
Your natural talents
Bella is a Spiritual Life
Coach, Healer & Mystic.
With a passion for magic &
science, she seeks to bridge
the gap between the
earthly & heavenly realms
to create a more accessible
understanding of spiritual
teachings to help you fall
in love with yourself and
your life.

Testimonials
"I immediately felt like
some pieces of my life &
purpose fell into place.”
“It’s given me acceptance,
hope, determination &
trust to continue to move
forward on my path.”
“Afterwards, I took
comfort in knowing how
to focus my energies.”

Your overall goals
Healing affirmations
Self-help methods
The essence of your
mission here on
Earth

Your Soul
Destiny

www.bella-luna.org
info@bella-luna.org

Soul
Plan
Readings
with

The Soul Plan Chart
The physical world challenges
your soul chose to undertake
during this lifetime to learn
Challenges
certain lessens in order to
evolve as a spiritual being.

The spiritual world challenges
your soul chose to undertake
during this lifetime to learn
Challenges
certain lessens in order to
evolve as a spiritual being.

The practical talents your soul
blessed itself with to aid in
overcoming your challenges
and achieving your goals.

The spiritual talents your soul
gifted itself with to aid in
overcoming your challenges
and achieving your goals.

Worldly

If you have been drawn to the Soul
Plan, it is because you have come
with the purpose of aligning with
your soul’s core plan & destiny by
heading
straight
towards
the
underlying & fundamental patterns
affecting your life.
The Soul Plan is accompanied by
healing affirmations & relevant selfhelp treatment strategies to help
you overcome your challenges,
activate your talents, and manifest
your goals.
As you gain more clarity in which
direction your abilities lie, you may
come to use these talents and gifts to
transcend limitation and exemplify
your unique version of what it
means to become more truly
human.

The Soul Plan requires your full name
as it appears on your birth certificate.

Blessed Be & Be Blessed

Worldly
Talents

Worldly
Goals

Soul
Destiny

The practical goals your soul
mapped out for you before
incarnation in order to evolve
as a spiritual being.
The overall purpose of your
life. The essence of what it
means to be you & the
meaning of your time here
on Earth.

Spiritual

Spiritual
Talents

Spiritual
Goals

Healing
Process

The spiritual goals your soul
mapped out for you before
incarnation in order to evolve
as a spiritual being.
Through receiving your Soul
Plan, there will be a healing
undercurrent to help realign
you with your path & guide
you towards your destiny.

